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Introduction [1]
The Depot Vliegtuigafdeling (Depot Squadron, D.Vl.A.) of the Wapen der
Militaire Luchtvaart (Army Aviation Corps, ML) of the Koninklijk NederlandsIndisch Leger (Royal Netherlands East Indies Army, KNIL) was the
transport squadron of the ML/KNIL, which at the outbreak of the war in the
Pacific had nineteen large twin-engine Lockheed L18 Lodestar transport
aircraft and a number of smaller aircraft for light transport and
communication purposes at its disposal. The squadron was stationed at
Andir near the city of Bandoeng in western Java and after the completion of
the mobilization of the ML/KNIL on 12 December 1941 it consisted of
sixteen Lodestar crews. Due to a sharp rise in the need for air transport
and the loss of one crew in an accident, two additional crews were formed
in January 1942. From the beginning of the mobilization the L18s and their
crews played an extremely important role in moving ML/KNIL units to their
war destinations outside Java and in supplying both ML and army units of
the KNIL outside Java. Together with aircraft of the Koninklijke NederlandsIndische Luchtvaartmaatschappij (Royal Netherlands Indies Airline,
KNILM), Lodestars were also employed in January and February 1942 in
the evacuation of large numbers of civilians (mainly women and children)
from locations under Japanese threat, such as Tarakan, Balikpapan and
Makassar.
There was also support for the military allies, especially Great Britain. As it
was, the Royal Air Force (RAF) did not have any transport aircraft in the
Far East and regularly called upon the ML for help in case of necessary
movements of units from Singapore to Sumatra or of freight and military
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personnel to Java and from there to Sumatra. During the evacuation of
Singapore the D.Vl.A., on three consecutive nights, flew over 200 RAF and
Royal Australian Air Force (RAAF) personnel in six Lockheed 18s to
southern Sumatra which was still in safe hands. Little is it known that the
Lodestar crews of the D.Vl.A. also flew many high-risk long-range flights to
Australia, and that as of 24 February 1942 they even maintained an airlift
between Java, which had been surrounded by the Japanese by that time,
and Australia together with Douglas DC-3 crews of the KNILM. This article
attempts to give a description of the flights carried out by the D.Vl.A. to
Australia, as well as those carried out by the KNILM in the context of the
airlift (which was planned and coordinated by the D.Vl.A.).
The first flights to Australia
The first flight to Australia to be made during the war days was flown by the
crew of Res Elt J.P.G.F. Corsmit in the period between 1 and 5 January
1942. Corsmit flew Maj R. Roos of the ML Command (the operational
headquarters of the ML) for a conference to Melbourne via Sydney. The
flight had been thoroughly planned with the help of the KNILM, which ran a
regular service on Sydney. On the first day the crew flew from Andir to Bali
(first night stopover), during the second day to Broome (second night
stopover), the third day to Cloncurry (third night stopover) and the fourth
day to Sydney (fourth night stopover), to finally arrive at Melbourne on 5
January 1942. In the middle of January 1942 Corsmit, flight mechanic Sgt
H.F.E. Loth and aviation wireless operator Sgt J. Kieft returned at Andir.
Moreover, in January 1942, aviation wireless operators of the D.Vl.A. acted
as stand-ins at the KNILM on a regular basis to gain experience on
international flights. Thus, Sgt V.N. Jansen made a scheduled airline flight
to Australia in a Douglas DC-3 flown by Captain G. van Messel. [2]
On 14 and 15 February 1942 a total of four Lodestars flew a detachment of
43 men to Archerfield (Brisbane) to take over new North American B-25C
Mitchell bombers for the ML. This was the so-called Boot detachment,
named after its Commanding Officer Kap W.F. Boot. Unfortunately, Res Elt
Corsmit was not available, having been deployed with his crew in the
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evacuation of Singapore at the time of the planning of the mission. That is
the reason why ML Command, in consultation with the KNILM, called up
into active duty Res Kap Van Messel for the duration of the trip. Van
Messel had left for Sydney on 2 February 1942 and at the time of the
planning of the flight had just returned from this regular KNILM flight. The
first two aircraft left on 14 February and were flown by Van Messel and Olt

Part of the “Boot detachment” at Broome on 15 February 1942 with Lodestar LT919 in the
background. Kap W.F. Boot in uniform with boots standing next to one of the other passengers
(D. Stellema, deceased).

J.A.J. Oonincx with Res Tlt W.F.A. Winckel as 2nd pilot and to assist with
the navigation. There also was an American war correspondent on board.
The second pair of Lodestars departed a day later and they were flown by
Res Elt A. Reyers of the KNILM (also called up for temporary active service
and who had been given instructions on the Lodestar by Res Elt J. Jansen
as a preparation on 13 February) and Res Elt Jansen. Oonincx made
stopovers at Madioen and Malang (where they made a night stopover) in
order to pick up a few more mechanics of the Boot detachment. From Bali
(where the other three L18s made their first night stopover) the aircraft flew
to Broome (where a second night stopover was made) and from there to
Cloncurry (third night stopover) by way of Daly Waters. Reyers and Jansen,
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incidentally, took two stranded fighter pilots of the United States Army Air
Force (USAAF) along from Bali to Australia. [3]
It was their intention to fly direct from Cloncurry to Archerfield. The aircraft
LT919 of Oonincx, however, stranded in a meadow at Cincallera with a
right engine that had had to be switched off due to leakage of oil, upon
which the left engine had become overheated. Van Messel, subsequently,
flew to Roma via Longreach, close to the place of the emergency landing,
in order to assess the situation. Oonincx needed two new engines, but
seemed to be able to reach Archerfield with some emergency repairs. Van
Messel continued on his own and arrived safely at his destination on 17
February 1942. Oonincx’ aircraft arrived three days later. A group of
mechanics of the Boot detachment, led by SM E. van Aken together with
flight mechanic Sgt J.A. Rijks of the LT919, had worked for two days and
one night on the aircraft. They had been assisted by a number of
mechanics from the 30th Service Squadron USAAF at Archerfield, where

Wreck of the LT922 at Archerfield late February 1942. ML and USAAF personnel are busy
taking off the engines to transfer these to aircraft LT919 (Alan Bovelt collection, via Gerard
Casius and Gordon Birkett).
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Van Messel had asked for help. The other passengers of Oonincx’ plane
left for Brisbane by taxi on 17 February. [4]
On 18 February Reyers (flying aircraft LT914) and Jansen (LT909) arrived
at Archerfield. In the morning of that day Van Messel was to have left for
the return flight, but he was still there. In the night of 17 and 18 February an
Australian civilian Douglas DC-3 collided with a row of parked aircraft while
taxiing, completely destroying the fuselage of the LT922, Van Messel’s
plane. The result was a total loss, plus one Boeing B-17E bomber of the
USAAF sustaining major damage. [5]
On 19 February Reyers and Jansen left for their return flight, taking along
Van Messel and his aviation wireless operator Sgt J. van Doorn as
passengers. Winckel, who had come from Roma to Archerfield with Van
Messel, was now detailed as 2nd pilot with Reyers. Van Messel flew along
with Jansen, acting as 2nd pilot on the Cloncurry-Broome leg to assist with
the navigation. At Broome the party ran into a large group of KNILM
personnel (complete with members of their families) in the afternoon of 20
February, on their way from Kemajoran (the KNILM main operating base
near the city of Batavia, the present-day Jakarta) to Sydney in five DC-3s
and three Lockheed 14s (a smaller version of the L18). The KNILM was
going to set up a base there for the shipment of urgent freight to Andir via
Broome on orders of the military authorities and with instructions from the
Kantoor Luchttransport (Air Transport Office) of ML Command. In the
mean time, the KNILM aviation wireless operators had already been
militarized in January 1942. Due to the many night flights by L18s of the
D.Vl.A. (reinforced on a regular basis with a Douglas DC-2 or DC-3 of the
KNILM for military transport) the ML radio station at Andir was given a
permanent 24-hour occupation and the KNILM personnel had to take part
in the shifts. That militarization was now being considerably expanded. [6]
At Broome Van Messel changed over on to the DC-3 PK-AFV, which was
the only one of the KNILM planes to fly back to Java on the evening of 20
February to pick up (at Andir) additional ground personnel of the KNILM
and family members of the KNILM personnel to be stationed at Sydney.
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Jansen also left that evening and arrived at Andir in the early morning of 21
February 1942 after a night stopover at Malang. Reyers’ LT914 had an
engine malfunction and could not leave Broome until the morning of 21
February. The LT914 safely reached Andir in the late afternoon of the same
day. [7]
Oonincx stayed behind at Archerfield to wait for new engines. They,
however, failed to appear; nor did Oonincx get any instructions as what to
do with the wreckage of Van Messel’s plane. On his request and on Boot’s
authority, the chief mechanic of the Boot detachment declared the LT922 a
write-off. After having taken out the undamaged engines of the LT922 and
having built them into the LT919 (again with American help), Oonincx made
a test flight on 6 March 1942. The following day he left with his crew
members (aviation wireless operator Sgt D. Stellema and flight mechanic
Sgt Rijks) and the mechanic of the LT922 for Laverton airfield at Melbourne
via Sydney, where they made a night stopover. The crew had been
directed to Melbourne by Elt P. van Buuren, who arrived with a Lodestar at
Archerfield on 4 March on its way to Melbourne (see below) where Maj
Roos (who had become a liaison officer with the RAAF Headquarters in the
mean time) was to give instructions to the ML personnel in case contact
with Java was broken. Roos kept the two L18s at Laverton for the time
being as the situation in Java was considered too uncertain to authorize
return flights to Bandoeng. [8]
The Bandoeng-Australia airlift
After the return of the remaining two aircraft from Archerfield, the L18s of
the D.Vl.A. made regular flights to Australia. Together with the KNILM, the
D.Vl.A. maintained an airlift between Broome and Andir, with some of the
KNILM aircraft flying on to Sydney to pick up freight. A KNILM Lockheed 14
also flew some freight from Perth to Broome. The L18s made the trip with a
stopover at Malang, whereas the DC-3s flew the route direct. In the mean
time three L18s (the LT917, the LT918 and the LT925 of the flight of Res
Elt Y.H. Mulder) had been fitted out with an extra 400-litre fuel tank in the
cabin and had been completely furnished for transport of freight by the
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Depot of the Technische Dienst (Technical Service, TD) of the ML at Andir.
Anything that could save weight and was not strictly necessary had been
stripped from the cabin, including the parachutist seats along the sides of
the fuselage.

Factory photograph of the already spartan original interior of the L18. The racks for luggage and
the parachutist seats along the fuselage were completely removed by the Technical Service at
Andir (Lockheed photograph, via G.J. Casius).

The planes also received an armament of two 7.7 mm machine guns in
removed aft cabin windows as some other L18s had already received
during scheduled maintenance. As back-up also the LT909 and the LT914
were fitted out with an extra tank during maintenance a few days later.
During a test flight on 27 February over the Bandoeng plateau the latter
plane, however, diverted to Semplak due to an air raid alert, only to be
damaged after all in a Japanese air raid at Semplak. [9]
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The extra 400 litres of fuel brought the range up to nine hours, but the
added weight now allowed only seven passengers including their luggage
(681 kilogrammes in total). Without a (filled) extra tank and limiting the load
to nine passengers with luggage or eleven with only hand luggage (876
kilogrammes in total), the range could be increased to eight and a half
hours. Direct flights between Bandoeng and Broome also took up to a
maximum of eight and a half hours, so the fuel reserve would be minimal.
The D.Vl.A. decided to keep using Malang as a stopover. Thus, the long
flights from Java to Broome, with most of the route over sea and with
unpredictable monsoon winds that sometimes could cause sudden head
winds or push an aircraft off course, could be shortened to a maximum of
five and a half hours. There was no Air-Sea-Recue service and the
chances of being rescued in case of an emergency landing at sea were
negligible. The KNILM, too, fitted out four of its DC-3s with an extra tank (of
800 litres) and completely stripped the cabins of these aircraft (the PK-AFV,
the PK-ALO, the PK-ALT and the PK-ALW) bare, with the exception of one
chair. Depending on the freight on offer, the 800 litre tanks were fully or
partially filled. The ML supplied two 7.7 mm machine guns per aircraft,
which were mounted in removed aft cabin windows, as on the L18s. As
was mentioned above, the KNILM flew the route from Andir to Broome
direct. [10]
With its DC-3s and the L14s the KNILM operated completely under military
authority. Res Kap S. de Mul, the Commanding Officer of the D.Vl.A. acted
as Commandant Luchtstrijdkrachten (local Air Officer Commanding, CL) on
behalf of the ML and issued the operational instructions and other orders to
the KNILM crews. All the necessary coordination between the KNILM and
the D.Vl.A. as well as the actual flight planning, was done by a small staff of
the D.Vl.A. led by De Mul. The DC-3 PK-AFV (Captain E. van Dijk), the
plane Van Messel had used to fly back and which left again with
approximately ten passengers from Andir with destination Broome on 21
February at around 21:00 hrs, made the trip during the following night in the
opposite direction to once again pick up ground personnel of the KNILM
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and members of their families who had to go to Sydney. The aircraft left
Broome without any cargo, as none had arrived there yet. [11]
The PK-AFV, which had left again from Andir in the evening of 23 February
(still with Van Dijk as Captain), arrived at Broome in the morning of 24
February. On its outward flight the aircraft conveyed a few family members
of KNILM personnel, and, several Netherlands East Indies (NEI) civil
servants and allied military and civilian evacuees. They were all dropped off
at Broome, pending the arrival of Lockheed 14s of the KNILM which were
to fly everyone to Sydney and Perth. [12]
In the mean time urgent freight from Dutch ships coming from the United
States, or arriving by rail or with Australian civilian aircraft, was off-loaded
mainly at Sydney and some at Perth. Goods purchased in Australia were
mainly transferred to Sydney and so were arms, military equipment and
ammunition destined for Java from several Australian and allied depots
near cities on the east and south coast of Australia. Personnel of the Dutch
consulate at Melbourne, civil servants who had been flown to Australia and
some businessmen contracted by the NEI authorities (import and export
specialists) coordinated this transport. This was one big puzzle, as the
ships manifestos had to be put next to the order lists of the government
departments and private firms in order to filter out the “urgencies” (mainly
specified by the armed forces). Thus, via the airlift the KNIL received,
amongst others, modern American (portable) anti-tank guns and
ammunition to match as well as a rather large number of Johnson .30-06
light machine guns and Thompson .45 submachine guns plus ammunition.
Also, urgently needed spare parts for aircraft of the RAAF and USAAF in
Java went through the airlift to Bandoeng. [13]
In the late afternoon of 24 February the PK-AFV with the first shipment of
urgent cargo left for Java. The DC-3 flew back directly to Andir. The cargo
had arrived at Broome from Sydney by Lockheed 14s and a DC-3 of the
KNILM (the PK-ALT, Captain G.J.C. te Roller) and mainly consisted of
arms, weapon parts (such as machinegun barrels), ammunition and spare
parts for aircraft. Apart from the PK-AFV, the DC-3s PK-ALO (Captain J.J.
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van Balkom) and PK-ALW (Captain E.W. Dunlop), which had arrived from
Sydney after a night stopover at Charleville, also made the trip to Andir with
a similar cargo. The latter two DC-3s were the last to take off from Broome
at around 22:00 hrs local time. They arrived at Andir in the morning of 25
February after a flight of approximately eight and a half hours. [14]
The return flight, incidentally, was just as risky as the outward flight from
Andir to Broome. After the long stretch over sea up to Tjilatjap on the
southern coast of central Java, during which the radio station of Andir had
to be tuned into at the half way point for a bearing, the mountain range that
enclosed the Bandoeng plateau (on which Bandoeng and Andir airfield
were located) had to be negotiated. The mountains were so high that the
only way to do this was by flying through one of the passes. On a clear
night they were easy enough to find, but when visibility was poor or in case
of clouds, the pilots were sometimes forced to make a lengthy search for
them on fast-dwindling fuel supplies. The DC-3s, on top of that, had the
added disadvantage that, unlike the L18s, they were not equipped with a
radio compass, which made locating Andir all the more difficult and
sometimes even impossible.
The transport planes that maintained the airlift were unloaded at Andir at
the D.Vl.A. platform in the south-western corner of the airfield and then
(usually in the early morning) went to a shelter base at the Boeabatoeweg
(the L18s) on the southern edge of the city of Bandoeng. In case this was
fully occupied the L18s went to Tasikmalaja airfield, a large air base to the
south-east of Bandoeng, while the KNILM used Tjikampek as a shelter
field. Tjikampek was the original shelter field for the L18s, but on 23
February the D.Vl.A. took the Boeabatoeweg shelter field into use and
Tjikampek began to be used for the DC-3s and other KNILM aircraft that
flew on Andir. On both shelter fields and also at Tasikmalaja there were
excellent possibilities for camouflaged parking of the aircraft under and
among the trees, an absolute necessity, as Japanese aircraft were carrying
out regular air raids on airfields in western Java. Also, at the
Boeabatoeweg camouflage nets had been spread among the trees and the
houses along the runway and the parked L18s were covered with large
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leaves. The Boeabatoeweg, incidentally, was not an easy strip for the L18s.
The field had originally been intended for fighter aircraft, and the houses
and trees were standing rather close to the runway (a stretch of road of
about 800 metres) and turning around during taxiing was a major problem.
This had to be done with a blocked “inner wheel” and giving full throttle.
[15]

Aircraft LT918 photographed at factory. This L18 was flown by Res Tlt W.F.A. Winckel and his
crew members during the period of January 1942-early March 1942 (collection author).

After the KNILM had transported the first loads of cargo to Andir, the first
two L18s left for Broome via Malang in the afternoon of 25 February. They
were the LT918 of the crew of Res Tlt Winckel (flight mechanic Sgt C.C.
van Tuijn and aviation wireless operator Sgt W.B. Maks) and the LT917 of
the crew of Res Tlt H.J.A.C. Arens (flight mechanic SM P.J. Bouten and
aviation wireless operator Sgt J.A. van Zanten). Arens came from the
KNILM and had been called up for active duty at the D.Vl.A. in January
1942 together with his KNILM colleague Res Tlt H.C.A. Smits van Burgst.
The two aircraft arrived at Broome in the morning of 26 February. On their
outward flight the L18s took along several civil servants and some NEI
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military personnel, who had to go to Australia for various reasons. Also
allied military personnel from the disbanded allied ABDA headquarters and
its subordinate headquarters and disbanded allied units were flown to
Australia, including two American staff officers of the disbanded ABDA-AIR
headquarters (Lieutenants Colovin and Eddy of the American Far East Air
Force). Both L18s took off with their cargo in the afternoon of 26 February
for Malang, where the night was spent, and arrived safely at Andir in the
morning of 27 February. [16]
In the evening of 25 February the three DC-3s at Andir (the PK-AFV, the
PK-ALO and the PK-ALW) flew back to Broome with a number of
Australian and American officers from disbanded allied headquarters plus
some military personnel from disbanded allied units on board and a few
KNILM employees and members of the families of personnel stationed in
Australia (the PK-AFV and the PK-ALW with destination Sydney). Among
the allied officers was the Australian Major-General Ch.E.M. Lloyd, deputy
intendant-general in the disbanded ABDA Command, but also a number of
subaltern officers, two of whom were American staff officers of the Far East
Air Force USAAF, coming from the disbanded ABDA-AIR headquarters,
Lieutenants Gray and Graham. [17] The PK-ALT, which in the mean time
had arrived at Broome from Sydney in the afternoon of 24 February, had
been unloaded there. The following day the crew flew passengers who had
been stranded at Broome to Perth, and then returned on 26 February to
Broome (see below). [18]
Three DC-3s left Broome in the second half of the afternoon of 26 February
for Andir. They were the PK-AFZ (Captain C. Blaak), the PK-ALO (Captain
E.E. Hulsebos) and the PK-ALT (Captain Te Roller), all loaded with urgent
cargo, mostly weapons and many cases of ammunition. The PK-AFZ came
from Sydney. The PK-ALT had been re-loaded again at Broome in the
afternoon of 26 February. Due to the bad weather, the PK-AFZ got far off
course and went missing (after the war it turned out that the aircraft had
made an emergency landing in southern Sumatra, after which the crew had
lost their lives under circumstances never fully cleared up), while the PKALT (ending up at the western tip of western Java instead of Tjilatjap)
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landed at Kemajoran rather than Andir. This latter plane was flown over to
Andir in the evening of 27 February. [19]
Furthermore, in the early afternoon of 26 February an L18, the LT925 of the
crew of Res Elt Y.H. Mulder (aviation wireless operator Sgt Van Doorn,
flight mechanic Sgt M. Drost), left Andir for Broome via Malang. This was
the only ML aircraft to fly to Australia that day and it took along two staff
officers of the ML (Maj Roos and Kap B.J. Fiedeldij, both appointed liaison
officer with the RAAF Headquarters) with members of the Fiedeldij family
and luggage to Broome, from where they were to continue their journey
with Australian civilian airplanes. As these were not expected for some
days to come, Major Roos and members of his family (see below), who
were the first to leave Broome on 1 March, were transported to Sydney by
KNILM L14. With no refueling stopover needed, Mulder flew back “empty”
and arrived at Andir in the afternoon of 27 February. His aircraft was
needed for a flight with three L18s to Bangalore in British India the next day
(see below) and he was not allowed to wait for cargo. [20]
Two DC-3s of the KNILM, the PK-ALO and the PK-ALT (the latter destined
for Sydney) took off from Andir in the night of 27 and 28 February for
Broome. Their passengers were partly personnel of the KNILM and
members of their families, partly military personnel from disbanded allied
headquarters and units. Among them was Air Commodore J.E. Hewitt, the
former Director of Plans and Air Operations of ABDA Command. In the PKALO also Maj Roos’ wife and four children travelled to Broome. [21] The
Lodestar LT918 (the crew of Winckel) followed in the afternoon of 28
February. This aircraft first flew to Malang, as usual, and arrived at Broome
in the morning of 1 March. The DC-3 PK-ALO took off from Broome for the
return flight to Andir in the evening of 28 February loaded with cargo; the
LT918 followed a day later and arrived at Andir shortly after midnight of 1
and 2 March. [22]
The evacuation of the D.Vl.A. and the KNILM to Australia
On the evening of 1 March 1942 the L18s of the D.Vl.A. were transferred to
Perth at a moment’s notice in connection with Japanese landings in Java,
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amongst others, at Eretan Wetan on the northern coast to the north-east of
Bandoeng. Due to the rapid Japanese advance and a successful attempt to
quickly capture the large Kalidjati airfield (close to Eretan Wetan and
occupied by Japanese troops on 1 March), the Lodestar aircraft had to be
brought to safety. The evacuation of these aircraft began around midnight
of 1 and 2 March. During the departure of the four L18s that were to leave,
Res Tlt Winckel landed with his cargo from Broome. Winckel had made a
direct flight Broome-Andir this time as Malang had been bombed by the
Japanese. Res Kap De Mul was ordered to establish a new base at Perth
(RAAF Station Pearce) and to continue the D.Vl.A. part of the airlift to
Bandoeng from there. Broome was too small, almost completely devoid of
any facilities, and, on top of that, with an insufficient supply of aircraft fuel to
station the squadron there. Port Hedland (marginally closer to Bandoeng,
but with even fewer facilities than Broome) was to function as operations
base next to Broome. [23]
The four Lodestars (the LT907, the LT921, the LT923 and the LT924, all
without extra fuel tank but armed with two 7,7mm machineguns) that took
off from Andir that night transported, amongst others, gold, money and
stocks and shares. Part of the NEI gold and foreign currency stock was
brought to safety. For the rest, the cargo consisted of some ground
equipment and tools and a considerable number of cans of engine
lubricant. There were also a number of passengers who had been assigned
to fly along earlier. They had already been assigned as, according to
existing emergency planning, two of the four L18s were to have left for
Broome with the gold and the foreign currency anyway in the night of 1 and
2 March, together with two civil servants (affiliated with the foreign
intelligence service of the NEI Government) who were taking along a radio
transmitter, and Kol J.A. Verkuyl, head of Section VII (the Intelligence
department) of the KNIL General Staff. Verkuyl was a cryptologist who had
broken Japanese codes and he would continue his work in Washington
after a short stay in Australia. A few more passengers, ML service
personnel transferred to Australia who happened to be available, had been
added in the evening. This time the journey went directly to Broome, a flight
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of approximately eight to eight and a half hours. All aircraft arrived safely at
Broome and from there three went on to Perth, while one Lodestar left in
the morning of the next day (20 minutes before a Japanese air raid, see
below) for a trip to Sydney and Melbourne via Cloncurry and Archerfield,
with the three intelligence officials and a few other passengers. [24]
The three aircraft to go to Perth were flown by Elt J.P. Welter (the LT923),
SM J.E. de Jongh (the LT907) and Res Tlt J.C. Veenstra (the LT924).
D.Vl.A. dispatcher student mechanic Brig J.E. Leydelmeijer and several ML
service personnel destined for the evacuated Vliegschool (Flying School) of
the ML, by now re-established at Adelaide, came along in the evacuation.
The latter included flight surgeon Kap C.J. Storm, M.D., flying instructor Elt
G. Treffers and Res Vdg J. Blickman (TD). On 1 March the permission
came to also evacuate the wives and children of the married pilots and
crew members; the reason for this was that the D.Vl.A. had been officially
transferred to Perth (as a major part of the KNILM had been to Sydney),
leaving a small detachment at Andir and Boeabatoeweg. The permission
came at a very late hour, however, and consequently only very few family
members could be taken along. These included the wife of Olt Oonincx,
who was still at Archerfield and the wife and four year old son of SM De
Jongh. In the afternoon of 2 March the three aircraft to go to Perth arrived
at their destination.
Apart from Kol Verkuyl, Elt Van Buuren (flying the LT921) took to
Melbourne Mr C.J. Warners, M.Sc., a senior department head of the PTT,
the government Postal, Telephone and Telegraph service, and Mr J.
Jansen, M.Sc., deputy head of the radio-technological research department
of the PTT. The civil servants were taking along to Australia three large
metal cases containing a radio transmitter built by the PTT, intended to
maintain radio communications from Australia with a secret intelligence
organization in case Java was occupied. Also the wife and child of SM De
Jongh, the wife of Olt Oonincx and the wife of an unknown D.Vl.A. crew
member came along with destination Brisbane. The LT921 stayed at
Cloncurry in the night of 3 and 4 March, from where Mrs De Jongh and her
son had to travel to Brisbane by train as a crashed American fighter pilot
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2Lt Robert Oestreicher had to be taken along. Military personnel had
priority over civilian evacuees according to the current allied rules. The
LT921 had guided the Curtiss P-40 pilot from Daly Waters to Cloncurry
where a refueling stop had to be made. The tired Oestreicher had not
noticed that the LT921 had not yet taxied off the runway and landed almost
on top of it. He could prevent this by pulling up but, as a consequence of
not “going around”, landed too far on the runway and ran off it at the end,
crashing through the airfield fence and ruining his airplane. He arrived at
his destination Archerfield on 4 March but as a passenger on the Lodestar.
The LT921 finally arrived in Melbourne on 6 March after night stopovers in
Brisbane (Archerfield) and Sydney. [25]

Lieutenant Robert Oestreicher on his Curtiss P-40E at Darwin in February 1942 (Gordon Birkett
RAAFWA collection).

Six KNILM aircraft (two Douglas DC-2s, three Douglas DC-5s, and one
Lockheed 14) already evacuated in the afternoon of 1 March on orders of
the military authorities. The aircraft first flew from Andir to Malang where,
on arrival, their crews found out that the runway lighting was unavailable
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due to the earlier Japanese air raid. The duty officer saved the day by lining
up cars with burning headlights and all airplanes landed safely. The crews
took off again during the very early hours of 2 March 1942, with Sydney as
a final destination. Apart from KNILM personnel and their wives and
children, ten ML pilots of which nine destined to supplement the Boot
Detachment at Archerfield, were on board the several KNILM planes. The
departure of this ML personnel did not go without its problems as the
KNILM originally intended to give prevalence to family members of its own
personnel. ML Command, however, issued a priority movement order and
the ML servicemen were instructed to carry a loaded pistol and to enforce
transport if necessary. On board of one of the DC-5s there were also two
flying instructors of the Dutch naval air service. Three other pilots and ten
mechanics of the ML destined for Archerfield left on 1 March on board MS
Zaandam from the port of Tjilatjap. [26]
As was mentioned above, the Lodestar LT918 of the crew of Res Tlt
Winckel and also one DC-3 (the PK-AFV coming from Sydney) arrived at
Bandoeng from Australia with cargo in the night of 1 and 2 March. Besides
making landings at several locations in western Java, the Japanese had
also landed on the northern coast of eastern Java the night before. For that
reason (even though Malang was not yet under direct threat), all the flights
of the D.Vl.A. after 1 March for reasons of safety went direct from Broome
to Andir (and on a few occasions from Port Hedland to Andir) or vice versa.
[27] After the night of 1 and 2 March the L18s departed from the
Boeabatoeweg and landed at Andir, while the DC-3s kept making use of
Andir for departure and arrival. The KNILM airplanes were dispersed at
Andir during the day as Tjikampek had been evacuated on 1 March due to
Japanese advances on the ground. [28]
Apart from Winckel’s aircraft, there were three further L18s in Java (the
LT908, the LT914 and the LT916) after the evacuation. One aircraft was at
Andir for planned maintenance, a second returned from Samarinda II in
eastern Borneo to Java on the morning of 1 March and was only flown
back, probably from Pameungpeuk or Tasikmalaja, to the Boeabatoeweg
on the morning of 2 March, and the third L18 (LT914) was at Andir for
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repairs of the damage it had incurred during the Japanese air raid on
Semplak on 27 February 1942, mentioned above. Furthermore, three L18s
(the LT909, the LT917 and the LT925) were expected back from Bangalore
in British India from 2 March after the transport of six ML crews who had
gone there to pick up new North American B-25C Mitchell bombers. A
number of pilots and crew members volunteered to stay behind in Java or
had been assigned to the Lockheed L12A/L212 light transport aircraft that
were now exclusively employed in Java. Among the volunteers who stayed
behind were Res Elt Corsmit, who became the CO of the D.Vl.A.
detachment at Andir and the Boeabatoeweg, and Res Tlt J.C. Renaud and
his crew members, who were to fly the LT914 over after it had been
repaired. [29]
The airlift continued after the Japanese invasion, now on the outward flight
for the evacuation of the remaining aircraft and the personnel that were
needed in Australia. In the night of 2 and 3 March 1942 a total of four
transport aircraft took off. The first to leave around midnight was the LT918
(flown by the crew of Res Tlt Winckel), which took off from the
Boeabatoeweg, followed at 00:30 hrs by the DC-3 PK-ALO (Captain Van
Dijk) from Andir. A second DC-3 (the PK-AFV, Captain I. Smirnoff) took to
the air from Andir at around 01:15 hrs. The LT916 (the crew of Olt P.J.F.
Kranenburg) was to leave from the Boeabatoeweg at around 01:30 hrs, but
trouble with the starboard engine caused it to take off twenty minutes late.
It was to prove the plane’s rescue (see below). The LT916 had become
available at the last possible moment, upon which a number of passengers
had been relocated over the transport planes and some more had been
added. The L18s flew direct to Broome with Perth for their final destination.
Their passengers included the wives and children of some D.Vl.A.
members already in Australia and of the two crews, as well as the wives of
Res Kap De Mul and Res Tlt Renaud. [30]
The aircraft of the crew of Winckel (Res Tlt Winckel, flight mechanic Sgt
Van Tuijn and aviation wireless operator Sgt Maks) transported as many as
fifteen passengers, among whom there were seven ML servicemen, a staff
officer (Res Kap F.H. Copes van Hasselt, LL.M. of ML Command), a spare
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D.Vl.A. pilot for Perth (Res Elt H.C.A. Smits van Burgst), a technical officer
(Res Vdg P.E. Westerveld of the TD), two mechanics (Sgts H.J. Quartel
and Th.G. Versnel, with destination Archerfield) and two student pilots of
the ML Flying School in Adelaide (Vdgs 2nd pilot-air gunner J.B.F. de
Knecht and H.E. Moquette who had to follow a 1st pilot twin-engine
transition), five wives (of pilots Welter, Veenstra and Winckel, and aviation
wireless operators Sgts J.H. de Kat and J.J.L.M. Janssen) and three
children (the one year old of Mrs De Kat and the 5 years, respectively four
months old children of Mrs Welter) of D.Vl.A. personnel.
The aircraft of the Kranenburg crew (Olt Kranenburg, flight mechanic Sgt P.
Borgmeijer and aviation wireless operator Sgt Janssen) had seventeen
passengers on board. They were two unidentified British women with two
infants, three wives (of pilots De Mul, Renaud and Kranenburg) and the
four children of the Kranenburg family, four senior economic and monetary
experts sent out by the Netherlands East Indies authorities (A. Bos, dr. R.E.
Smits, dr. P. Honig, M.Sc. and B.S. van Deinse), a journalist travelling
under the (false) name Jan van Apeldoorn and an unidentified American
engineering officer of the USAAF. The passengers in the LT918 (with the
extra tank unfilled as it was overloaded but with a few cans of 80 octane
fuel aboard for emergencies) and the LT916 had to leave all their bags and
cases behind, except for some small hand luggage, as, after all, there were
too many of them. [31]
Also the LT916, which had not been fitted out with an extra fuel tank and
was also overloaded, flew direct to Broome and, although Kranenburg had
never flown the route to Australia before, it arrived spot on at the bay in
front of Broome. After landing, the tanks still contained fuel for only about
five minutes’ flight. Kranenburg had been given instructions by Winckel and
used a map of Australia from a pocket atlas and a sketch of the route from
Broome via Geraldton to Perth. Although one of the L14s of the KNILM
shuttled to and fro between Broome and Perth mainly to convey
passengers (the other Lockheed 14s of the KNILM transported cargo
between Sydney and Broome and passengers from Broome to Sydney)
most of the passengers were to go to Perth on the L18s, as the numbers of
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passengers who were temporarily stranded at Broome had become too
great. As was mentioned above, during this night also the DC-3s PK-ALO
and PK-AFV flew from Andir to Broome, while the PK-ALW flew back from
Port Hedland to Andir with cargo. It was to be the last shipment of cargo to
reach Bandoeng. The L18s and DC-3s had already shipped a total of
almost ten tons of cargo to Andir, though. [32]
The PK-ALO had on board three members of the Netherlands East Indies
Government, who were to participate in a government committee to be set
up in Melbourne (Raden Adipati Ario Soejono, N.S. Blom, LL.M. and Prof.
Loekma Djajadiningrat), and four senior civil servants (including P.H.W.
Sitsen, M.Sc., D. Crena de Iongh, LL.M. and Prof. J. Eggens, LL.M.). The
fourth civil servant was Mr A.H.J. Lovink, the head of the NEI foreign
intelligence service, the Dienst der Oost-Aziatische Zaken (East-Asiatic
Affairs Service). The latter posed as a courier of the government and
carried with him a stack of top-secret intelligence documents. Incidentally,
the DC-3s also transported luggage, including government files, and, in the
case of the PK-AFV, a small package containing diamonds belonging to a
bank.
Apart from the wife and child of Sgt Van Tuijn, Winckel’s flight mechanic,
the PK-AFV transported a trainee flight engineer of the KNILM (H. van
Romondt) and five ML service personnel. The latter were three student
pilots, destined for the ML Flying School at Adelaide (2nd pilot-air gunners
Vdgs P.A. Cramerus and D.A. Hendriksz who had to do a twin-engine
transition training to become 1st pilot and Sgt H.M. Gerrits who still had to
finish basic training after an operational assignment) and two young pilots,
destined for the Boot detachment at Archerfield (Sgt G.D. Brinkman and
Sgt L.H. van der Burg). They took along their luggage, personal equipment,
weapon and parachute. [33]
The number of passengers per DC-3 was relatively small as the Captains
(still very much aware of their colleagues having gone missing over
southern Sumatra) wanted to leave with fully topped up auxiliary fuel tank,
if at all possible. As already mentioned, unlike the L18s, the DC-3s were
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not fitted out with a radio compass, which made determining the position
with respect to an airfield such as Broome generally more time-consuming.
It might also result in a considerable increase of the flight time, especially in
bad weather. On top of that, the military passengers and the senior civil
servants had brought along a lot of luggage. The two Captains therefore
refused to take more than seven passengers per plane as soon as they
learned of the second L18 that had become available. This triggered a
redistribution of passengers originally allocated to the two DC-3s, and led
to the four experts sent out by the government and the two British women
and their little children, travelling in Kranenburg’s plane. [34]
The aircraft that had flown to Broome arrived there in the middle of a
Japanese air raid carried out by Navy O fighter aircraft coming from Timor.

Wreckage of the Douglas DC-3 PK-ALO at Broome (Gordon Birkett, RAAFWA collection).

The PK-ALO had just landed and the LT918 was waiting to be refueled
when the attack began. Both planes were lost, just like all Australian and
American aircraft on the airfield. During the attack Res Tlt Winckel
succeeded in hitting one of the Navy O fighter aircraft with a 7.7 mm
machine gun from his L18, upon which the fighter pilot immediately broke
off his attack and left the scene. The PK-AFV on its way to Broome was
shot down by the Navy Os that were returning from their attack and made
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an emergency landing on the beach at Carnot Bay. Flight engineer J.F.M.
Blaauw and three passengers, Vdg Hendriksz and Mrs M. van Tuijn and
her one-year old baby were severely wounded in the Japanese attacks and
died shortly afterwards. Captain Smirnoff and ML pilot Sgt Van der Burg
were wounded. Only the LT916 was lucky, the crew landing with almost
empty tanks shortly after the attack among the debris of exploded aircraft.
[35]
After the LT916 had been refueled, Kranenburg flew his passengers over to
Port Hedland, where they went to prepare the reception of the wounded
and passengers from the aircraft that had been hit at Broome, and
immediately returned to Broome. Subsequently, the LT916 was employed
to transfer the wounded to Port Hedland, among them also Americans and
Australians from hit aircraft as well as Marine Luchtvaartdienst (Dutch naval
air service, MLD) personnel and members of their families who had arrived
with flying boats at the Broome roadstead shortly before the air raid. [36]
Also Lockheed 14 PK-AFQ of the KNILM, which had come from Perth to
pick up passengers, landed shortly after the air raid and began shuttling to
and fro Port Hedland. A second L14 (PK-AFM) arrived from Sydney. The
DC-3 PK-ALT which arrived from Sydney in the afternoon of 3 March was
immediately offloaded and also employed in the evacuation of wounded
and passengers in shock from destroyed aircraft. [37] Gradually, more
aircraft arrived to offer help, among them the three L18s of the D.Vl.A. from
Perth. Only the Lockheed 14 PK-AFM of the KNILM left again in the
afternoon of 3 March for Sydney with six of the Government members and
senior civil servants from the destroyed PK-ALO (Raden Soejono, Blom,
Sitsen, Crena de Iongh, Eggens and Lovink). Only Prof. Loekma
Djajadiningrat stayed behind, earning great respect as he waved a priority
treatment. He flew from Port Hedland to Perth the next day per PK-ALT,
together with six of the seven ML officers and NCOs from the LT918. [38]
Apart from the PK-AFM crew, the ML and KNILM crews employed spent
the night with their evacuated passengers at Port Hedland and the
following day (4 March) partly resumed their evacuation of the stranded
passengers and crew members of the destroyed aircraft at Broome. The
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PK-ALT, however, flew to Perth as mentioned, while also the LT916 went
there with all of its passengers in the course of the morning. Res Elt Smits
van Burgst (the seventh military passenger of the LT918) and Res Tlt
Winckel took over Lodestar LT923, respectively the LT924 at Port Hedland
and joined the Broome evacuation effort, while Welter (deputy CO D.Vl.A.)
took charge of the coordination of the shuttle flights. The D.Vl.A. and
KNILM crews needed orders. He also coordinated the search for
accommodation for the Dutch evacuees in Port Hedland. Res Tlt Veenstra
(who had fallen ill and was not fit to fly) assisted him. MLD officers did the
coordination of the loading in Broome as far as this concerned Dutch
military personnel and civilians.
In the afternoon of 4 March Winckel (LT924 with the original flight mechanic
of this aircraft Sgt F.C.A. Dehnen and Winckel’s regular aviation wireless
operator Sgt Maks as crew members) flew the women and children from
the destroyed LT918 from Port Hedland to Perth, apart from his own wife.
Elt Welter and Res Tlt Veenstra were also among the passengers, as was
flight mechanic Sgt Van Tuijn of the LT918. Welter and Veenstra went back
to Perth to coordinate the evacuation effort there. They had to find food and
organize accommodation for dozens of people and arrange for some help
from the RAAF to keep the L18s in the air. Res Kap De Mul (the D.Vl.A.
CO) joined them at Perth on 5 March (see below). The Dutch officers had
to arrange things largely by themselves as there was no real effort from the
side of the Australian armed forces to coordinate.
Res Tlt Smits van Burgst (crew members unknown) flew the LT923 to Perth
in the afternoon of 5 March, with as passengers MLD personnel and wives
and children of MLD personnel evacuated to Port Hedland from Broome,
and Mrs Winckel. Only Lodestar LT907 of the crew De Jongh remained at
Port Hedland to return to Perth on 6 March (see below). Also the KNILM
Lockheed 14 PK-AFQ kept shuttling between Port Hedland and Broome. It
flew to Broome in the afternoon of 4 March to take off for Port Hedland
again at first light the next day. The two NEI aircraft also transported a
number of Australian and American nationals to Port Hedland. [39]
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The DC-3 PK-ALT was to have flown to Andir in the evening of 3 March,
but, in fact, it was in Perth on 4 March. It flew to Port Hedland and back to
Perth with MLD personnel and their families from Broome the next day. In
the evening of 5 March Res Kap De Mul finally gave the order to the crew
to carry out the flight to Bandoeng and back to Australia. This flight was
now planned for 6 and 7 March, but this was not to be. The cargo had to be
picked up at Broome before flying to Bandoeng via Port Hedland, but
remained at Broome. In the evening of 5 March also Res Tlt Winckel
received orders to fly to Bandoeng with the LT924 on 6 March. The cargo
flights were already cancelled the next morning as the situation in Java was
considered too tenuous, but Winckel, nevertheless, was sent to Bandoeng
to pick up some high-ranking RAF evacuees (see below). [40]
In the mean time, Lodestar LT916 had gone missing on its flight to Perth on
4 March. The route to Perth was completely unknown to the crew of
Kranenburg, and, having lost their way after having already gone beyond
Geraldton, they were forced to make an emergency landing near the small
town of Mingenew due to a shortage of fuel. The plane had not been fully
topped off at Port Hedland as fuel was scarce there. The emergency
landing went without any problems, although one of the engines quit during
the approach. The passengers continued to Perth by train and several
Australian army officers arranged a small quantity of fuel, which allowed the
LT916 to fly to Geraldton to be refueled the next day. Subsequently, the
crew of Kranenburg flew back to Port Hedland in the afternoon of 6 March
to help evacuate the stranded passengers there and flew a number of them
to Perth on 7 March. His passengers were family members of MLD
personnel evacuated with the Dorniers X24 and X36 brought in by Res Tlt
Renaud, a total of seven women and three children (see later). [41]
In the night of 4 and 5 March 1942 three further L18s flew to Australia, this
time to Port Hedland with a final destination of Perth. The first to go was the
Lodestar LT925 of the crew of Res Elt Mulder (aviation wireless operator
Sgt Van Doorn and flight mechanic Sgt Drost), which had just returned to
Andir from Bangalore at 05:00 hours in the morning of 4 March. The plane
was ferried to the Boeabatoeweg and took off again at 23:30 hrs. The
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aircraft of the Renaud crew (the LT914, as LT925 fitted out with an extra
fuel tank) and the aircraft of the crew of SM W.A. Rademaker (the LT908
without an extra tank) followed later that night, both departing from
Boeabatoeweg. The latter two L18s were piloted by crews that had never
before flown the route to Australia and despite the instructions from Res Elt
Corsmit (the D.Vl.A. Detachment CO at Andir) they both made emergency
landings. Each of the L18s transported seven passengers, not counting
children, most of whom were ML servicemen. They were ML officers and
two NCOs who had been transferred to Australia and members of their
families insofar as they were married, apart from one American civilian.
Elt Mulder flew out LKol J.J. Zomer (ML Command), Res Kap De Mul (the
D.Vl.A. CO), Res Elt J.P. Alberding (TD), Res Vdg E.J.C.Nagelgast (TD),
Sgt W.H.P. Linders (spare flight mechanic of the D.Vl.A.), pilot Vdg W.J.
Heikoop (to go to Archerfield) and Mrs Zomer.
The crew of Res Tlt Renaud (aviation wireless operator Sgt Jansen and
flight mechanic Sgt J.T.C. Rombouts) evacuated LKol C. Giebel (ML
Command), Kap F.J.W. den Ouden (RMWO4--Knight of the Military
Willems Order 4th class, a Glenn Martin bomber pilot), Res Kap R.E.
Jessurun (a Glenn Martin bomber navigator-bombardier, recently
transferred to ML Command), Res OvG 2e klasse (military physician 2nd
class) C.W.Lumkeman, M.D. (Medische Dienst ML--Medical Service ML)
and the wives of Res Elt H.J.A.C. Arens (a D.Vl.A. pilot still in Java), Den
Ouden and Jessurun plus the two year old son of the Jessuruns.
In the LT908 flown by SM Rademaker (flight mechanic Sgt G.F.D.
Abeleven, aviation wireless operator unknown) there were (not counting
children) Kap A.A.M. van Rest (RMWO4, a fighter pilot), Res Kap S. van
Braam (TD), Vdg 2nd pilot-air gunner J.C. Meeuwenoord of the D.Vl.A. (who
had flown incorporated civilian airplanes and was to go to the ML Flying
School at Adelaide for a 1st pilot twin-engine transition), mechanic Sgt D.J.
Limbeek (to go to Archerfield), the wives of Van Rest and Nagelgast and
the American civilian manager of the General Motors plant in Java. [42]
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The Mulder crew made it into Port Hedland without any problems and
landed at approximately 07:00 hrs local time. After refueling their aircraft
and a short rest they flew their passengers via Geraldton to Perth, arriving
at 15:00 hrs. The planned destinations of the LT925 had been Adelaide
and Melbourne. LT914 had been planned to load cargo at Broome and fly it
back to Bandoeng via Port Hedland on 5 March, to return to Port Hedland
with evacuees the next day, together with one other (unknown) Lodestar.
[43]

Lodestar LT923 at RAAF Station Pearce in March 1942 (Gordon Birkett, RAAFWA collection).

Not having been able to find their bearings with the help of the radio
compass during their approach of Australia, the crews of Renaud and
Rademaker both ended up on a barren stretch of coast land without a trace
of habitation. Rademaker (gambling that he was to the east of Port
Hedland) opted for a westerly course on reaching the coast, but afterwards
appeared to have approached the coast to the west of Port Hedland. He
landed without fuel in a remote area to the north of Onslow airfield (an
emergency RAAF airfield with almost no facilities). Fortunately, his plane
was soon discovered by the crew of a RAAF aircraft.
Lodestar LT925 (crew Mulder) left Perth at 08:00 hrs in the morning of 6
March to fly to Onslow via Geraldton. The aircraft carried one or two extra
mechanics (probably Sgts Linders and Van Tuijn), some tools and spares
and arrived at Onslow at 14:55 hrs. The LT908 proved to be hardly
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damaged and only needed some small repairs apart from fuel. The LT925
left the next morning taking along the majority of the passengers of the
LT908, to fly back to Perth via Geraldton. It arrived at Pearce at 16:00 hrs.
[43] The other passengers left for Perth with a RAAF Lockheed Hudson
bomber that had arrived at Onslow to assist Hudson A16-26. The latter
aircraft had escaped from Andir but had missed Port Hedland as well and
made an emergency landing in a salt pan near Onslow. After repairs the
A16-26 flew to Onslow and on to Port Hedland to refuel. On 7 March at
15:50 hrs it landed at Onslow again to assist LT908, presumably flying in
fuel from Port Hedland. The Rademaker crew reached Port Hedland in the
late afternoon of 7 March. Carrying the final group of Dutch evacuees still
there (wives and children of MLD personnel coming from Broome)
Rademaker flew the LT908 to Perth the next day (8 March).
Fitted out with the extra fuel tank, the aircraft of the Renaud crew had
somewhat more fuel, and although a few cans of fuel that had been taken
along were poured into the extra tank by the passengers during flight, it
proved to be too little. As it appeared afterwards, the Renaud crew,
(assuming they were west of Port Hedland) had in fact ended up north-east
of Port Hedland with their passengers. The crew flew along the coast in
north-easterly direction until they recognized eighty mile beach (a desolate
stretch of beach between Port Hedland and Broome) on the map and
realized they were heading the wrong way. Incidentally, the map used
came from a pocket atlas which all D.Vl.A. and KNILM pilots used. With
only little fuel in the tanks left, they turned around. The L18 ended up at a
small air strip next to a house belonging to a sheep farm at Wallal, 200
kilometres east of Port Hedland.
The following day (6 March) the Renaud crew siphoned the remaining fuel
of a Dornier flying boat of the MLD (the X-24) stranded at Wallal on 3
March, and in that way managed to reach Port Hedland. He had also taken
some of the Dornier passengers on board, as this plane had picked up
passengers from Dornier X-36 already, which had been lost on a nearby
reef. He then flew fuel for the flying boat from Port Hedland to Wallal, flew
some more Dornier passengers to Port Hedland and picked up his own
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passengers there to finally fly to Perth. Renaud was suffering from the after
effects of the German measles, however, and fell ill after reaching
Geraldton in the late afternoon. He succeeded in reaching Perth on 7
March, nevertheless. [44]
Apart from two L18 aircraft (the LT917 and the LT909, both returned from
Bangalore on 3, respectively 4 March) kept at Java together with a KNILM
DC-3 (the PK-ALW) for a final evacuation of senior Government officials
and service personnel, the evacuation of the Lodestars was complete on 5
March 1942. Only two family members of the crews of the abovementioned two L18s still had to be evacuated. The American D.Vl.A.
contract pilot G.L. Cherymisin was still in Java in the morning of 5 March
but was to fly to Australia an American B-17E bomber (the 41-2460). This
plane, although written off by the USAAF after having incurred heavy
damage in a Japanese air raid on Andir on 19 February 1942, had been
repaired after all from around 26 February by the TD of the ML.
On 1 March 1942 the TD received the order to prepare the B-17 as soon as
possible for flight in order to transport evacuees to Australia. Cherymisin
(the only one of a group of four American civilian contract L18 pilots to have
renewed his contract with the ML after the outbreak of the war) and the TD
test pilot Olt S.J. Kok (who during the war days had often stood in as
Lodestar pilot), together with the USAAF flight mechanic Tech Sgt H.
Hayes, flew the plane to Port Hedland in the morning of 5 March. At 04:10
hrs they took off with 23 passengers (of which 18 women and children),
family members of Flying School personnel and some family members of
other ML personnel already in Australia, the wife and two children of Kok
and Cherymisin’s “fiancee”, two ML officers (Res Kap A. Schoolwerth and
Res Elt A.J.A. Geurtz, former liaison officers with USAAF units in Java, the
former with his wife and child) and three American servicemen (U.S. Army
Artillery).
During the take-off Kok illuminated the instrument panel with a flashlight as
the lighting in the plane did not work. The landing gear had to be retracted
manually and also the bomb bay doors slowly opened during flight and had
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to be closed (more than once) manually, too. The electric instruments did
not function and one previously repaired engine, which was trembling
heavily, had to be switched off as they were underway. The landing of the
B-17 went without problems at Port Hedland, but no flaps could be used
(they did not function, either), and the crew continued their journey to Perth
in the early morning the following day. Most passengers were left behind at
Port Hedland, and were to be picked up by a KNILM L14 aircraft or to travel
to Perth by L18 of the D.Vl.A. Only Kok, Cherymisin, Hayes and the three
American servicemen went on. On their way to Perth, however, the pilots
(with no flight map, except for a map torn out of a school atlas) lost their
bearings and the B-17 ran out of fuel as it had not been refueled at Port
Hedland because there had been no 100 octane fuel available there. On 6
March 1942 Cherymisin made a successful emergency landing in a field
near Geraldton, where Kok telephoned the D.Vl.A. at Perth for help in a
nearby house.
The Lodestar LT907 (crew De Jongh) on 6 March picked up part of the
passengers at Port Hedland, seven adults and three children (Res Kap
Schoolwerth, Res Elt Geurtz, Mrs Schoolwerth and her three year old child,
Mrs Kok and her two children of 12 and 15, Mrs Storm-Borst and Mrs
Copes van Hasselt and the unidentified “fiancée” of Cherymisin). After
landing at Geraldton the last mentioned civilian evacuee volunteered to
wait for the next plane as Olt Kok had to report in Perth and military
personnel had priority. A Lockheed 14 flew the remaining civilian
passengers from Port Hedland to Geraldton. The L14 PK-ALQ arrived there
again on 7 March, followed in the morning of 8 March by the Lodestar
LT925 (crew Mulder), also from Perth. The two aircraft flew the remaining
evacuees, two men of the crew and the three American servicemen to
Perth on 7 and 8 March. The B-17 was returned to the USAAF on or
around 8 March. On 13 March an American Captain arrived at Geraldton
with a repair crew. Cherymisin was dismissed of his ML contract and
recruited by the USAAF at around the same time. [45]
Final evacuation
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The PK-ALW took off on 7 March at around 01:00 hrs. After its arrival from
Australia, this plane had been kept on stand-by at the Boeabatoeweg since
the early hours of 3 March. The crew consisted of Captain E. Dunlop, flight
engineer J.H.W. Belie and aviation wireless operator K.W.F. Groothoff. On
board were the Lieutenant-Governor-General of the NEI dr. Van Mook, the
former governor of eastern Java C.O. van der Plas (affiliated with the
foreign intelligence service of the Government), journalist G.A. van Bovene
accompanied by his wife, a group of KNILM personnel consisting of two
flight engineers (E. van Hummel and E. van de Graaf) and one ground
engineer (K. Peters) with his wife, and the wives of the pilot and the flight
mechanic of the Lodestar LT909. The wives of the KNILM and ML
personnel that came along on this day evacuated with special permission
from the acting ML Commander, Kol E.T. Kengen. The evacuating civil
servants, however, did not have permission to evacuate the members of
their families. The DC-3 took off with only ten passengers on board, two
places (on the cabin floor) remaining unoccupied as one KNILM employee
failed to show up and could not be traced, upon which his wife also left the
plane. [46]
The departure of the DC-3 and the two L18s which had been held on
stand-by at the Boeabatoeweg was originally to have taken place a day
earlier, but Van Mook stalled his departure and on leaving even asked the
Governor-General for a written order to leave, which he got. In the end the
take off of the PK-ALW on 7 March was also somewhat delayed as it
proved difficult to move the DC-3 (bigger and heavier than an L18) from its
shelter position to the runway. [47]
At 02:05 hrs the LT909 of the Jansen crew (Res Elt Jansen, flight mechanic
Sgt T. Inkenhaag and aviation wireless operator Sgt F.C. Weber) took off
with seven passengers and so did at 02:30 hrs the LT917 of the Arens
crew (Res Tlt Arens, flight mechanic SM Bouten and aviation wireless
operator Sgt Van Zanten) also with seven passengers, among whom
Genmaj L.H. van Oyen, former Commanding-General of the disbanded
allied Java Air Command, and his adjutant Res Elt H. Creutzberg, LL.M.
[48]
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The passengers of the Jansen crew were three staff officers of the
Algemeen Hoofdkwartier (General Headquarters, AHK) of the
Commanding-General KNIL (Res Kap H.J. de Vries, M.Sc., Kapt D.C.
Buurman van Vreeden and Kap A.L.A. Coppens), along with four student
pilots (Vdgs 2nd pilot-air gunner J. de Serriere, J.C. van der Touw, E.
Guillaume and J. Ketting). One or two civil servants who had originally
been assigned to Jansen were relocated to a third L18, which had become
available after Res Tlt Winckel had landed (see below). In the LT917 were
apart from Van Oyen and Creutzberg, one staff officer of the AHK (Maj
J.M.R. Sandberg Esq), the Head of the Technical Service of the ML (LKol
Prof. dr. G. Otten, M.Sc.), a navigator-bombardier (Vdg A.B. Andela, a
batchelor who volunteered to come along), a flight surgeon (Kap A.R. Best,
M.D., transferred to the ML Flying School at Parafield, Adelaide) and a
general duty officer (Res Tlt G. van Rijn, destined to become adjutant of
Kap Boot at Archerfield). One or two other civil servants from this aircraft
were also relocated to Winckel’s plane. [49]
The transport aircraft, all fitted out with an extra fuel tank in the cabin, took
eight (the DC-3) to eight and a quarter or eight and a half hours (the L18s)
to complete the journey. After having refueled at Port Hedland, they
immediately flew on to Perth. At Port Hedland the DC-3 took along a few
additional passengers, probably family members of MLD personnel.
Res Tlt Winckel was to make a last flight from Port Hedland to the
Boeabatoeweg to pick up three senior officers of the RAF. He left Perth in
the morning of 6 March. At Perth Winckel was the only pilot with experience
on the route to Bandoeng available and considered still (reasonably) fit for
flying, although he had a wounded forearm. Sergeant Maks flew along as
his regular aviation wireless operator, while Sgt Borgmeijer (of the
Kranenburg crew) stood in as flight mechanic for his colleague Dehnen.
The LT924, a plane without an extra tank, was used for the flight which
made it possible to carry some extra passengers. The L18 arrived safely at
Bandoeng around midnight of 6 and 7 March after a journey of around
fourteen hours (excluding a short stopover at Port Hedland). Apart from the
RAF officers (there appeared to be only two as Air Vice-Marshal P.C.
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Maltby did not show up), Winckel was assigned some civil servants and
RAF fighter pilots as passengers. [50]
The assignment of passengers over the (now) four transport planes,
however, was adjusted. The LT924 was the last transport plane to leave
the Boeabatoeweg on 7 March at 03:00 hrs, with as passengers seven civil
servants, the ML officers Res Elt H.H.J. Simons (a fighter pilot) and
navigator-bombardier Res Elt K. Akkerman (both unmarried and like

Lodestar LT924 flown by Res Tlt Winckel photographed at Port Hedland on its way to the
Boeabatoeweg for the final evacuation flight (G.J. Casius collection).

Andela approached shortly before midnight if they would volunteer to come
along), four fighter pilots of 242 Squadron RAF and fighter pilot Squadron
Leader R.E.P. Brooker of the RAF. They had to leave behind almost all
their luggage and also passenger Wing Commander H.J. Maguire of the
RAF, who had disembarked to go looking for Maltby and who had not made
it back to the plane at the take off time. One of the four RAF pilots had not
been on the passenger list but the crew took him along anyway. The L18
landed safely at Port Hedland at around 11:15 hrs MJT (11:45 hrs local
time). After his crew members had refueled the plane, Winckel, too, flew
immediately on to Perth, another six to six and a half hours of flying time.
[51]
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After the capitulation
After the capitulation of the KNIL and the allied forces in Java on 8 March
(effective the next day) the L18s remained at Perth, operating out of RAAF
Station Pearce and using the nearby civilian Maylands aerodrome for
parking aircraft. The Lodestars shuttled to and fro between Perth and
Parafield, Adelaide (with stopovers at Kalgoorlie and Forrest) to evacuate
passengers. From Adelaide DC-5s of the KNILM flew on Melbourne. [52]
Thus, on 9 March SM Rademaker flew a part of a group of ten ML student
fighter pilots, who had arrived by ship at Perth, to Kalgoorlie and the
following day on to Adelaide. Res Elt Jansen, Res Tlt Arens and Res Tlt
Winckel, too, on the same days took passengers (in part the original
evacuees) to Adelaide via Kalgoorlie. Six young ML pilots, who had
followed a training course for 1st pilot on the Lockheed L212 and the Glenn
Martin 139 WH-1 bomber at Kalidjati and who also had arrived by ship at
Perth, joined the trainee fighter pilots on their way to the Flying School of
the ML at Adelaide. The crew of Olt Kranenburg flew Genmaj Van Oyen
and a few staff officers via Mascot to Laverton (Melbourne) and the next
day to Parafield, arriving there on 12 March. The General informed the ML
personnel in Melbourne and the staff and students of the ML Flying School
of the capitulation of the KNIL and the allied troops in Java.
On 12 March several Lodestars again took off from Perth to transport ML
personnel arrived by ship and civilian evacuees to Adelaide. Also in the
period of 14 to 16 March a number of the Lodestars at Perth made flights to
Adelaide and back to Perth. The three KNILM aircraft in Western Australia
left for Sydney on or about 8 March, also taking along some military
evacuees to Adelaide and Melbourne. The DC-3 PK-ALW left for Adelaide
with evacuees on 8 March with Sydney as a final destination as well. At
Adelaide it was directed back to Perth for another flight with military and
civilian evacuees to Adelaide, however. It was the final KNILM airplane to
reach Sydney on 14 March. [53]
On 17 March 1942 the remaining eleven L18s were sold to the USAAF.
The planes were transferred in the period between 18 and 21 March 1942
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to a Air Depot Group of the USAAF at Essendon (Melbourne). The LT919
and the LT921 were ferried from Laverton to Essendon to be transferred to
the Americans as well, the LT919 on 19 March by Lt Jansen and flight
mechanic Sgt Rijks. The D.Vl.A. personnel in Australia received some well
deserved leave and were then transferred to the ML Flying School at
Adelaide or 18 Squadron NEI at Canberra, the ML North American B-25C
Mitchell unit established on 4 April 1942. [54]
The Lodestars had played an extremely important role during the war
period and had been used exceptionally intensively. As a result the crews
made an enormous number of flying hours and the pilots and aviation
wireless operators who had been assigned from December 1941 up to and
including March 1942 flew between 350 and 450 hours in this period,

Former LT909 of the D.Vl.A. when serving as a so-called DAT Pool aircraft with Guinea Airways
in Australia in 1943 (Gordon Birkett, RAAFWA collection).

including a limited number of hours on Lockheed L12A/L212 aircraft. Flight
mechanics flew a little less in the same period, as for flights over Java a
number of mechanics stood in as reserve crew members. Up to and
including 3 March 1942 the transport planes of the D.Vl.A. and the DC-3s
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of the KNILM had transported almost ten tons of cargo to Bandoeng and
from the night of 2 and 3 March 1942 onwards a total of about 135 persons
had been evacuated to Australia by the L18s, the B-17 bomber and the
DC-3s of the KNILM. [55]
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Captain Gatty and Colonel Perrin (via G.J. Casius); logbook of J. Jansen; J.A.J. Oonincx,
interview by author, 20 October 1984.
[55] Derived from data obtained from S. de Mul, H.J.A.C. Arens, P.J. Bouten, P. Borgmeijer,
V.N. Jansen and J.P.G.F. Corsmit; logbooks of J. Jansen, J. van Doorn and J.A.J. Oonincx.
Reader is advised that pilots posted to 18 Squadron NEI who had lost their logbooks made up
flying hours summaries in September 1942 showing the rather arbitrary number of 600 Lodestar
flying hours (summaries of W.F.A. Winckel and J.E. de Jongh). In view of the number of flying
hours of the L18 aircraft when transferred to the USAAF a maximum of 450 seems correct.

Abbreviations
AHK Algemeen Hoofdkwartier (General Headquarters)
AHQFE Air Headquarters Far East
ANA Australian National Archives
Brig Brigadier (professional Corporal of the KNIL)
CO Commanding Officer
CL Commandant Luchtstrijdkrachten (local Air Officer Commanding)
Det Detachment
D.Vl.A. Depot Vliegtuigafdeeling (Depot Squadron)
Elt Eerste Luitenant (1st Lieutenant)
Genmaj Generaal-majoor (Major-General)
Kap Kapitein (Captain)
KLM Koninklijke Luchtvaart Maatschappij (Royal Dutch Airline)
KNIL Koninklijk Nederlands-Indisch Leger (Royal Netherlands Indies Army)
KNILM Koninklijke Nederlands-Indische Luchtvaart Maatschappij (Royal Netherlands Indies
Airline)
Kol Kolonel (Colonel)
Kpl Korporaal (Corporal)
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LKol Luitenant-kolonel (Lieutenant-Colonel)
Maj Majoor (Major)
MJT Midden-Java Tijd (Central Java Time)
ML (Wapen der) Militaire Luchtvaart (Army Aviation Corps)
MLD Marine Luchtvaartdienst (-Dutch- Naval air service)
NCO Non-commissioned Officer
NEI Netherlands East Indies
NIMH Netherlands Institute of Military History
Olt Onderluitenant (Sub Lieutenant)
OvG Officier van Gezondheid (Military Physician)
PTT Post, Telefoon en Telegraaf (Postal, Telephone and Telegraph)
RAF Royal Air Force
RAAF Royal Australian Air Force
Res Reserve
Sgt Sergeant
SM Sergeant-Majoor (Flight Sergeant)
SLH Sectie Luchtmacht Historie (RNLAF History Section, presently a part of the NIMH)
TD Technische Dienst (Technical Service)
Tech Technical
Tlt Tweede Luitenant (2nd Lieutenant)
USAAF United States Army Air Force
Vdg Vaandrig (Ensign, cadet reserve officer candidate)
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